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Abstract: In vitro bioassays to estimate biotransformation rate constants of contaminants in fish are currently being investigated to
improve bioaccumulation assessments of hydrophobic contaminants. The present study investigates the relationship between chemical
substrate concentration and in vitro biotransformation rate of 4 environmental contaminants (9-methylanthracene, pyrene, chrysene, and
benzo[a]pyrene) in rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) liver S9 fractions and methods to determine maximum first-order
biotransformation rate constants. Substrate depletion experiments using a series of initial substrate concentrations showed that in vitro
biotransformation rates exhibit strong concentration dependence, consistent with aMichaelis–Menten kineticmodel. The results indicate
that depletion rate constants measured at initial substrate concentrations of 1mM (a current convention) could underestimate the in vitro
biotransformation potential and may cause bioconcentration factors to be overestimated if in vitro biotransformation rates are used to
assess bioconcentration factors in fish. Depletion rate constants measured using thin-film sorbent dosing experiments were not
statistically different from the maximum depletion rate constants derived using a series of solvent delivery–based depletion experiments
for 3 of the 4 test chemicals. Multiple solvent delivery–based depletion experiments at a range of initial concentrations are recommended
for determining the concentration dependence of in vitro biotransformation rates in fish liver fractions, whereas a single sorbent phase
dosing experiment may be able to provide reasonable approximations of maximum depletion rates of very hydrophobic substances.
Environ Toxicol Chem 2015;34:2782–2790. # 2015 SETAC
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INTRODUCTION

Bioaccumulation of organic contaminants is usually assessed
using the octanol–water partition coefficient (KOW) or the
bioconcentration factor (BCF) in fish [1]. Because experimental-
ly determined BCFs of most chemicals requiring evaluation are
unknown, the bioaccumulation potential of chemicals is often
assessed by KOW or KOW-based bioaccumulation models [1].
However, KOW and KOW-based bioaccumulation models cannot
provide a priori estimates of biotransformation rates. There is
interest in developing methods for assessing chemical biotrans-
formation rates to avoid incorrectly classifying chemicals as
bioaccumulative based solelyon a highKOWvalue.One approach
is the development of quantitative structure–activity relationship
(QSAR) models to predict biotransformation rates and corre-
sponding BCFs based on chemical structure [2,3]. Another
approach involves measuring biotransformation rates in vitro
using subcellular liver preparations [4,5] or hepatocytes [6],
followedby scaling and extrapolating the results towholefish [7].
Compared with in vivo testing, in vitro testing is time- and cost-
effective and reduces animal use [8].

In vitro biotransformation assays were first developed to
estimate hepatic clearance rates of prospective drugs during the
early stages of drug development [9–11]. In these assays, the
initial increase in metabolite concentration, CM (mM) (i.e., dCM

dt
in units of mMmin–1), at various substrate concentrations in the

incubation medium, CI (mM), is measured, and kinetic
parameters are determined by fitting the concentration data to
the classical Michaelis–Menten equation

dCM

dt
¼ VMAX � CI

KM þ CI
ð1Þ

where VMAX (mMmin–1) is the maximum formation rate of the
metabolite, and KM is the Michaelis constant (mM) for the
reaction (i.e., the substrate concentration at 0.5VMAX). This
method requires knowledge of the major metabolite formed and
the analytical tools (including authentic standards) for their
quantification. However, the metabolic pathways of the vast
majority of environmental chemicals requiring bioaccumulation
assessment are unknown. Furthermore, the formation of more
than 1 metabolite may need to be characterized to obtain
complete information on the chemical’s metabolic stability.

An alternative method measures the rate of loss (or
depletion) of the chemical in the incubation medium as a result
of biotransformation [4–8,12]. Here, the first-order depletion
rate constant, kdep (min–1), is measured as the slope of the
relationship between the natural logarithm of the remaining
substrate concentration in the incubation medium (CI) at
incubation time (t)

kdep ¼
ln CI;t¼0

CI

� �
t

ð2Þ

where CI,t¼0 is the initial substrate concentration in the
incubation medium. The substrate depletion method has been
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proposed for measuring hepatic clearance rates of environmen-
tal contaminants whose metabolic pathways are un-
known [4–8,12]. These studies were generally conducted
using a starting substrate concentration of 1mM. Johanning
et al. [12] recommended that starting concentrations of test
chemical (CI,t¼0) should be 1mM or less. Such concentrations
are assumed to be sufficiently below the KM of the major
biotransformation reaction(s) to provide a kdep that reflects the
initial reaction rate (i.e., the biotransformation rate at substrate
concentrations that are well below enzyme saturation). To date,
there has been no investigation of the potential dependence of a
contaminant’s in vitro biotransformation rate (as measured by
kdep) using a range of initial chemical concentrations.

Instead of relying on the assumption that CI,t¼0<<KM, in
vitro depletion rates (kdep) at multiple initial chemical
concentrations can be determined and fitted to a rewritten
form of the Michaelis–Menten equation as described by Obach
and Reed-Hagen [13]

kdep ¼ kdep;C!0 1� CI;t¼0

CI;t¼0 þ KM

� �
ð3Þ

where kdep,C!0 is the theoretical kdep at an infinitesimally low
substrate concentration. Equation 3 describes a decrease of kdep
as CI,t¼0 increases through the range of the KM value and
approaches 0 when the enzymes are presumably saturated. The
inflection point in the fitted curve represents KM. This is
the substrate concentration that corresponds with half of the
maximum depletion rate constant (kdep,C!0). Equation 3 can be
solved to yield both KM and kdep,C!0. If the depletion rate
represents a simple 1-enzyme, 1-product type of metabolic
reaction, then the KM value is theoretically identical to the KM

determined in classical product formation assays [14]. This has
been observed to be the case for drugs oxidized by
predominantly 1 cytochrome P450 enzyme to form 1
product [13,15,16]. However, for a chemical metabolized by
multiple enzymes present in a liver preparation, the KM

determined from substrate depletion experiments represents a
composite of the KM values of all the major metabolic reactions
of the test chemical.

A method developed in our laboratory for measuring in vitro
biotransformation rates of highly hydrophobic chemicals
employs sorbent-phase dosing [17,18]. In this method, the
test chemical is dissolved in a thin-film ethylene vinyl acetate
(EVA) sorbent phase and exposed to the enzyme preparation.
The chemical is delivered solvent-free via passive diffusion into
the incubation medium over the course of the incubation. The
thin-film configuration intends to provide a high surface to
volume ratio to accelerate the release of the substrate in the
incubation medium. A high surface area to volume relationship
is of particular importance for very hydrophobic substrates,
because they diffuse very slowly from the sorbent phase into the
largely aqueous incubationmedium. One relevant feature of this
method is that the initial substrate concentration in the
incubation medium is essentially 0, whereas in a conventional
solvent delivery–based system the initial concentration is at its
maximum value. Because of the low substrate concentrations in
the incubation medium, the initial biotransformation rate can be
expected to represent the maximum depletion rate constant,
kdep,C!0. This feature may provide a method for measuring
biotransformation rates without the need to determine KM and
the associated concentration dependence of the biotransforma-
tion rate. In a sorbent delivery–based test, the transfer of the test

chemical between the sorbent (EVA in the present study) and
the incubation medium can be described by a 2-compartment
mass-transfer model

dCE

dt
¼ k2 � VI

VE
� CI

� �
� ðk1 � CEÞ ð4Þ

dCI

dt
¼ k1 � VE

VI
� CE

� �
� ðk2 þ kdep;EVAÞCI ð5Þ

where CE and CI are the chemical substrate concentrations
(mol/m3) in the EVA and the incubation medium, respectively;
VE and VI are the volumes (m3) of the EVA and the incubation
medium; k1 and k2 are the mass transfer rate constants (min–1)
between the EVA and incubation medium; and kdep,EVA is the in
vitro biotransformation rate constant (min–1) derived in EVA
thin-film sorbent delivery experiments. The value of kdep,EVA is
derived from themass transfer constants between the 2 phases as
described by Lee et al. [17]. By adding the appropriate amount
of test chemical to the sorbent phase, the maximum possible
concentration in the incubation medium can be controlled to
avoid exceeding a specific target value (e.g., 1mM). Hence, if
KM is known, experiments can be conducted where CI does not
exceed KM.

The main objective of the present study is to investigate the
dependence on substrate concentration of in vitro biotransfor-
mation rates of several very hydrophobic test chemicals. To
investigate this, depletion rate constants are measured at
multiple substrate concentrations throughmultiple conventional
solvent delivery–based tests and fitted to a nonlinear model
(Equation 3) to determine kinetic parameters for the hydropho-
bic test chemicals. Using the same S9, depletion rate constants
are measured using a sorbent-phase dosing system [17,18] and
compared with the kinetic parameters estimated from the
solvent delivery–based tests. The second objective of the
present study is to explore how a sorbent-phase dosing method
may avoid the scientific challenges presented by concentration
dependence compared with a solvent delivery dosing system.
The ultimate goal of this research is to improve bioaccumulation
assessments of environmental contaminants.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Chemicals

The test chemicals 9-methylathracene (logKOW¼ 5.07) [19],
pyrene (log KOW¼ 5.18) [20], chrysene (log KOW¼ 5.81) [21],
benzo[a]pyrene (log KOW¼ 6.13) [21] and the internal standard
chrysene-d12, methanol, high-performance liquid chromatogra-
phy (HPLC)-grade n-hexane, and b-nicotinamide adenine
dinucleotide phosphate reduced tetrasodium salt hydrate
(b-NADPH; �97% purity) were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich. Ethylene vinyl acetate (Elvax 40W) was obtained
from DuPont. Potassium dihydrogen phosphate and HPLC-
grade acetonitrile were from Caledon Laboratories. Potassium
phosphate dibasic was obtained from Anachemia Canada.
Potassium chloride was purchased from EMDMillipore. Unless
specified, all other materials were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich.

Animals

Eight rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) were
obtained from Miracle Springs fish hatchery. The fish were
held in a flow-through tank supplied with dechlorinated water.
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Water temperatures were kept at 12.5 8C to 14.5 8C (mean
temperature¼ 13.5 8C). The holding environment followed a
16:8-h light:dark cycle. Fish were acclimatized for more than
2wk and fed EWOS Pacific 3.0-mm pellets at a rate of 1% body
weight d–1. The average body weight was 386� 68 g (standard
deviation [SD], n¼ 8) at the time of euthanasia.

Liver S9 preparation

Fish were euthanized by a 5-min exposure to 0.3 g L–1

tricaine methanesulfonate (MS 222) buffered with 0.3 g L–1

sodium bicarbonate. Exposure to this concentration of MS222
for 5min has been shown to have no significant effect on
microsomal cytochrome P450 activities in rainbow trout [22].
The fish livers were excised and immediately rinsed in ice-cold
1.15% (w/v) KCl. The liver weights were 5.3� 1.0 g (n¼ 8).
The livers were minced on ice with a razor blade and
homogenized using a Potter–Elvehjem glass tissue grinder
with a Teflon pestle (Kontes) in 7 volumes (g mL–1) of ice-cold
0.2M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) containing 1.15% (w/v) KCl.
The liver homogenates were centrifuged at 10 000 g for 20min
at 4 8C (Hermle Z360K centrifuge). Following centrifugation,
the top lipid layer was carefully removed and discarded, and the
postmitochondrial supernatant fraction (S9) was collected and
stored in aliquots at –80 8C until use (held for <3mo). The
protein concentration of the S9was determined by themethod of
Bradford [23] using bovine serum albumin (fraction V) as the
standard.

Solvent delivery dosing preparation

Stock solutions of 9-methylanthracene, pyrene, chrysene,
and benzo[a]pyrene were prepared in acetonitrile and further
diluted in acetonitrile, resulting in substrate concentrations in
the incubation medium of 0.056mM, 0.01mM, 0.18mM,
0.32mM, 0.56mM, 1.0mM, 1.78mM, 3.16mM, 5.62mM,
10mM, and 18mM. The final volume of acetonitrile in the
incubation mixture was <0.5% (v/v).

Sorbent-phase dosing preparation

An EVA solution of 0.06735 g L–1 in dichloromethane was
prepared. The test substrates 9-methylanthracene, pyrene,
chrysene, or benzo[a]pyrene were added to the EVA solution
at 10mM, 5mM, 10mM, and 25mM, respectively. Each
substrate was incubated individually. A 50-mL volume of the
spiked EVA solution was transferred to a 2-mL silanized amber
glass vial (Agilent). Uncapped, the vial was rolled to evaporate
the solvent. This resulted in 0.0035mL (3.4mg) of EVA in the
vial and an estimated EVA film thickness of 4 nm (calculated by
dividing the volume of EVA film by the interior surface of the
test vial). Assuming that the entire chemical mass in the sorbent
phase was released into the incubation medium (0.5mL), this
corresponded to maximum possible concentrations in the
incubation medium of 1.0mM for 9-methylanthracene and
chrysene, 0.5mM for pyrene, and 2.5mM for benzo[a]pyrene.

Selection of sampling time points

In preliminary depletion experiments at an initial substrate
concentration of 0.5mM, substrate concentrations declined in a
log-linear fashion for a period of 80 min. Therefore, incubations
were conducted for 80 min or less if the concentration fell below
the detection limit. In preliminary sorbent-phase delivery
experiments with inactive S9, k1 and k2 rate constants for the
4 test chemicals were measured. These values were then used in
simulations to select 11 sampling time points that produced the
smallest variance in kdep,EVA estimates for a range of possible

kdep,EVA values. The remaining 9 incubation time points were
selected at regular intervals at 0min, 10min, 20min, 30min,
40min, 50min, 60min, 70min, and 80min, for a total of 20
incubation times (n¼ 20) per sorbent-phase delivery
experiment.

Incubations

All in vitro assays in the present study used a single S9
homogenate, pooled from 8 fish. Multiple (n¼ 20) independent
incubations were carried out to measure the decline of the test
chemical concentration for each chemical over time. A single S9
homogenate was used to remove confounding variables
resulting from differences in enzymatic activities among S9
liver homogenates used for sorbent and solvent delivery–based
experiments. Each test chemical was incubated individually
(not as mixture). Incubations were not subsampled. The
incubations were done in a cold room maintained at
12.9 8C to 14.2 8C. In solvent delivery experiments, the test
substrate dissolved in acetonitrile was transferred to a 2-mL
amber glass vial (Agilent) containing 300mL of incubation
buffer (0.2M, pH 7.4 phosphate buffer containing 1.15% [w/v]
KCl and 1.5mM b-NADPH). The reaction was started by
adding 200mL of pooled S9. In sorbent-phase dosing experi-
ments, 300mL of incubation buffer (containing 1.5mM b-
NADPH) and 200mL of pooled S9 were added to the EVA-
coated vials to start the reaction. The vials were capped with
polytetrafluoroethylene-lined screw caps (Agilent) and rolled
horizontally at 60 rpm on a rocker/roller (Stuart SRT9D).
Incubations where the test chemical in acetonitrile was added to
the liver homogenate produced depletion rates that were not
significantly different from those where the liver homogenate
was added to the test chemical solution (Supplemental Data,
Figure S1). In solvent delivery experiments, the incubation
reactions were stopped by adding 200mL of ice-cold methanol
to the reaction vial, followed by shaking on a vortex mixer for
20 s. In sorbent-phase dosing experiments, the incubation
reactions were stopped by transferring 400mL of the incubation
medium to a 2-mL amber glass vial (Agilent) containing 200mL
ice-cold methanol and shaken on a vortex mixer for 20 s. The
remaining incubation medium (100mL) was removed from the
EVA-coated vial. The EVA film was then rinsed 4 times with
1.0mL of deionized water. A no-cofactor control experiment
using inactive liver S9 (left at room temperature overnight and
with no b-NADPH included in the incubation mixture) was
conducted in parallel with each test system. Two EVA-coated
vials with no added incubation medium were included to
determine the presence of initial concentrations of the test
substrate in the EVA thin films.

Chemical extraction

Following the termination of the incubation in solvent
delivery experiments, the internal standard (0.5 nmol chrysene-
d12 dissolved in 10mL of methanol) was added to the test vial
and mixed using a vortex mixer for 30 s. Then 1.0mL of
n-hexane was transferred to the vial and shaken on a vortex
mixer for 1min to extract the test chemical and internal
standard. The same procedure was carried out for the vials
containing the incubation media from the sorbent-phase dosing
experiments. For the EVA-coated test vials, 1.0mL of n-hexane
containing the internal standard (0.5 nmol chrysene-d12) was
transferred to the vial. Following the hexane extraction, the vials
were centrifuged at 1560 g for 10min (IEC Centra-CL2;
Thermo Scientific). The upper organic layer was transferred
to a 2-mL amber glass vial (Agilent) for gas chromatography/
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mass spectrometry (GC/MS) analysis. In the sorbent dosing
experiments, chemical concentrations were measured in both
the EVA films and the incubation media.

GC/MS analysis

Test chemicals were analyzed using an Agilent 6890 GC
coupled to an Agilent 5973MS and an Agilent 7683 autosampler.
The GC was fitted with a cool-on-column capillary inlet, and the
injection volume was 1mL. Chemicals were separated on an
HP-5MS 5% phenyl methylpolysiloxane-coated column (30m�
0.25mm inner diameter, 0.25mm film thickness) connected to a
fused-silica deactivated guard column (5m� 0.53mm inner
diameter). The oven was held at an initial temperature of
60 8C for 0.5min, then increased at 25 8Cmin–1 to 200 8C (held
for 0.5min), followed by an increase at 20 8Cmin–1 to a final
temperature of 300 8C (held for 4min for 9-methylathracene,

pyrene, and chrysene, and for 8min for benzo[a]pyrene analysis).
Helium was used as the carrier gas at a constant flow rate
of 1.0mLmin–1. Conditions for MS measurements were as
follows: electron impact ionization at 70 eV; ion source tempera-
ture at 230 8C; and selected ions at mass-to-charge ratios of
192 (9-methylanthracene), 202 (pyrene), 228 (chrysene), 240
(chrysene-d12), and 252 (benzo[a]pyrene). Agilent MSD Chem-
Station software (G1701CA) was used for instrument control and
data processing. An 8-point calibration curve (concentration range
0.005–5mM) was constructed and run for each chemical. Strong
linearity (r2> 0.99) was shown in the calibration curves, with
constant relative response factor values obtained over the range.
The limits of quantification for 9-methylanthracene, pyrene,
chrysene, and benzo[a]pyrene were approximately 0.02mM,
0.01mM, 0.01mM, and 0.03mM, during the solvent delivery
dosing experiments and 0.1mM, 0.5mM, 0.03mM, and 0.05mM
during the EVA sorbent-phase dosing experiments, respectively.

Kinetic analyses

First-order depletion rate constants (kdep) were deter-
mined as the slope of the regression lines relating the natural
logarithm of the remaining substrate concentration to
incubation time according to Equation 2. Maximum deple-
tion rate constants at infinitesimally low substrate concen-
trations (kdep,C!0) and the apparent KM were determined by
fitting Equation 3 to kdep estimates measured over a range of
substrate concentrations. Because the kdep values estimated
at low and high initial substrate concentrations do not carry
the same precision, each kdep estimate was weighted by the
reciprocal of the standard error of the estimate. A weighted
nonlinear least squares regression was used to get the best fit
of the kdep data to its corresponding starting substrate
concentrations. This weighted nonlinear least squares
analysis followed the Analytic Gauss–Newton algorithm in
JMP 10.

Figure 1. Decline of the pyrene concentration in the incubation medium for
different initial substrate concentrations in the incubation medium (CI) in
solvent delivery dosing experiments. The limit of quantification (LOQ) is
illustrated by the double solid line.

Figure 2. Depletion rate constants (kdep) versus the initial substrate concentrations (CI,t¼0) in solvent delivery dosing experiments for 9-methylanthracene,
pyrene, chrysene, and benzo[ɑ]pyrene. Error bars represent the standard errors of the mean. Dashed lines represent the 95% confidence interval of the mean kdep
estimate. The arrow presents the apparent Michaelis constant (KM). The dotted line represents the depletion rate constant estimated from the ethylene vinyl
acetate (EVA) sorbent-phase delivery dosing method results (kdep,EVA).
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In sorbent-phase dosing experiments, the observed substrate
concentrations in the EVA (CE) and in the incubation media (CI)
for the inactive (control) and active S9 (test) incubations were
plotted versus time. To estimate the mass-transfer rate constants
(k1, k2) and the in vitro depletion rate constant (kdep,EVA), the data
were fitted by the model described in Equations 4 and 5 through
nonlinear least squares. Because the control and test for both the
EVA and the incubation medium phases share the same
parameters, all 4 data sources (i.e., EVA-control, EVA-test,
media-control, media-test) were combined to obtain the least
squares parameter estimates. This nonlinear least squares
analysis was solved using MATLAB R2014a (Mathworks). To
avoid suboptimal parameter estimates as a result of a potentially
multimodal likelihood, multiple random starting points for the
parameters were selected for initializing the least squares
algorithm, with the best overall least squares minima returned.
Time 0 incubation media concentrations were fixed at 0mM.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

S9 liver preparation

The protein concentration of the pooled S9 from 8 fish livers
was 8.8mgmL–1 (0.2mgmL–1 standard error [SE], n¼ 3
measurements). Each incubation contained a final protein
concentration of 3.5mgmL–1. Because the same S9 was used in
all incubations, reported depletion rates are expressed in units of
min–1 and are not normalized for protein. For all test chemicals,
no biotransformation was observed in the control incubations
(containing inactive S9 and no added b-NADPH). Extraction
efficiencies of the 4 test chemicals from the incubation mixture
and from the EVA thin films were not significantly different
from 100%. Therefore, chemical concentrations were not
corrected for extraction efficiency.

Solvent delivery dosing experiments

Figure 1 illustrates substrate depletion over time for pyrene.
Similar depletion curves were observed for the other test
chemicals (Supplemental Data, Figure S2). The concentration
of the test chemicals declined in a log-linear fashion with time
for all test chemicals and at all initial concentrations except for
incubations with initial pyrene concentrations greater than
2mM. At concentrations in excess of 2mM, the enzyme(s)
involved in the biotransformation reaction(s) were presumed to
be saturated, and biotransformation had a negligible and
undetectable effect on substrate concentrations. At initial
pyrene concentrations less than 2mM, the apparent first order
substrate depletion rate, kdep, increased with decreasing initial
pyrene concentrations. A similar inverse relationship between
the apparent first-order substrate depletion rate constant and the
initial substrate concentration, consistent with Michaelis–
Menten reaction kinetics, was observed for the other test
chemicals.

Figure 2 shows the relationship between kdep and CI,t¼0, and
the good fit of the Michaelis–Menten kinetic model as
formulated in Equation 3 to the biotransformation rate data.
The apparent KM and kdep,C!0 values were estimated through
nonlinear regression of the data to the model. The kdep,C!0

values for 9-methylanthracene, pyrene, chrysene, and benzo[ɑ]
pyrene were estimated at 0.017min–1 (0.001min–1 SE),
0.09min–1 (0.01min–1SE), 0.049min–1 (0.008min–1SE), and
0.09min–1 (0.02min–1 SE), respectively. The apparent KM

values were 1.6mM (0.4mM SE) mM for 9-methylanthracene,
0.31mM (0.08mM SE) for pyrene, 0.14mM (0.05mM SE) for
chrysene, and 0.18mM (0.08mM SE) for benzo[a]pyrene
(Table 1). Despite a reasonable fit of the depletion rate constants
for chrysene to the Michaelis–Menten model (Figure 2),
kdep,C!0 estimates for chrysene should be interpreted with
caution, as measurements of the depletion rate constants at the
lowest concentrations could not be completed because concen-
trations were below the detection limit.

Figure 3 provides a comparison of theKM of benzo[a]pyrene
observed in the present study with values reported in other
studies using fish liver. It shows that for a single chemical
(benzo[a]pyrene), literature KM values can vary by more than 3
orders of magnitude. Fitzsimmons et al. [24] made a similar
observation. The large differences in reported KM values can be
the result of differences in the biotransformation study design
(i.e., product formation vs substrate depletion), fish species, life

Table 1. Comparison of the depletion rate constants (min–1) of 4 hydrophobic test chemicals at 1mM substrate concentration (kdep), the maximum depletion rate
constants (kdep,C!0), the apparent Michaelis constants (KM), and the depletion rate constants measured in thin-film ethylene vinyl acetate sorbent-phase delivery

dosing experiments (kdep,EVA)
a

Substrate kdep (1 mM) kdep,C!0 (min–1) KM (mM) kdep,EVA (min–1)

9-Methylanthracene 0.011 (0.002) 0.017 (0.001) 1.6 (0.4) 0.013 (0.002)
Pyrene 0.021 (0.007) 0.09 (0.01) 0.31 (0.08) 0.07 (0.01)
Chrysene 0.004 (0.001) 0.049 (0.008) 0.14 (0.05) 0.12 (0.02)
Benzo[a]pyrene 0.016 (0.006) 0.09 (0.02) 0.18 (0.08) 0.12 (0.03)

aError is represented by the standard error (SE) of the mean, in parentheses.

Figure 3. A comparison of the concentration range (shaded box) and
apparent Michaelis constant (KM) estimates of benzo[a]pyrene (circles) in
various fish liver S9 and microsomal (ms) preparations. Error bars are
standard errors of the mean. Results from the present study monitored the
substrate depletion. All other studies measured the metabolite formation.
Details of each study can be found in the Supplemental Data, Table S1.
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stage [25], thermal acclimation [26], the type of in vitro liver
preparation (i.e., S9, microsomes, isolated hepatocytes), and the
range of substrate concentrations tested. Interestingly, in the 3
studies (including the present study) that have investigated
benzo[a]pyrene biotransformation at concentrations less than
1mM, the apparent KM measurements vary only 2.2-fold,
despite the different fish species and liver preparations used.
The other reports examined benzo[a]pyrene biotransformation
at concentrations from 1mM to 360mM and would be unable to
detect a KM value of 0.18mM (Table 1). The study by Stegeman
et al. [27] is notable because the authors observed an apparent
KM of 0.4mM when a range of low benzo[a]pyrene concen-
trations was examined and a KM of 38 mM when incubations
were done using a higher range of benzo[a]pyrene concen-
trations. Because of the many factors that may affect
concentration dependence of the in vitro biotransformation
rate, it is important to be cautious when relying on literature KM

measurements as a benchmark for selecting substrate concen-
trations for biotransformation assays. Conducting multiple
depletion experiments using a range of initial substrate
concentrations may be the most appropriate approach to obtain
meaningful in vitro biotransformation rates for in vitro to in vivo
extrapolation (Table 2).

Figure 4 shows that maximum, first-order depletion rate
constants of pyrene, chrysene, and benzo[a]pyrene (kdep,C!0)
were 4 to 12 times higher than kdep measured at 1mM initial
substrate concentrations (values given in Table 1). An initial
concentration of 1mM or less has been suggested as a possible
test concentration for measuring first-order depletion rate
constants [12]. Only for 9-methylanthracene was the kdep,
determined at a 1mM initial concentration (0.017min–1), not
significantly different from kdep,C!0 (0.011min–1). This is
because of the relatively high KM of 9-methylanthracene (1.6
[0.4 SE] mM), which exceeds 1mM. Figure 4 suggests that kdep
of these substrates measured at initial concentrations of 1mM
can substantially underestimate the chemical’s in vitro
biotransformation rate, which in turn can cause hepatic
clearance rates to be underestimated and BCFs to be over-
estimated in in vitro to in vivo extrapolations.

Figure 5 illustrates the measured concentrations of the test
chemicals in EVA thin films and in the incubation medium.
Figure 5A, C, E, and G shows that concentrations of the test
chemicals in the EVA declined over time as the chemicals were
transferred to the incubation medium. There were no statisti-
cally significant differences between the EVA depletion curves
with active and inactivated liver S9. This behavior has been
observed before and is attributable to biotransformation rates
exceeding the sorbent-phase delivery rates [17]. Figure 5B, D,
F, and H shows that concentrations of the chemicals in the
incubation medium initially increased with time (as test
chemicals were transferred from the EVA into the incubation

medium), then reached a maximum (as delivery rates matched
biotransformation rates), and finally declined over time in active
S9 (but not in inactive S9) as biotransformation rates exceeded
thin-film delivery rates. For all test chemicals, there were
distinct differences in the concentration–time curves for the
active and inactivated S9 incubation media, indicating clear
evidence of biotransformation. Figure 5B and D shows that
pyrene and 9-methylanthracene concentrations in the active S9
liver media were well below the apparentKMmeasured from the
multiple depletion curve experiments. The sorbent dosing–
derived depletion rate constants (kdep,EVA) of 0.07min–1

(0.01min–1SE) for pyrene and 0.013min–1 (0.002min–1SE)
for 9-methylanthracene from the EVA dosing experiments
(Table 2) are not statistically different (Student’s t test) from the
kdep,C!0 of 0.09 min–1 (0.01min–1SE) and 0.017min–1

(0.001min–1SE) discussed earlier (Table 1). Figures 5F and
H show that concentrations of chrysene and benzo[a]pyrene in
the active S9 liver media were at or below the apparentKM value
throughout most, but not all, of the incubation period. The
benzo[a]pyrene depletion rate constant estimated from the EVA
dosing experiment (kdep,EVA) of 0.12min–1 (0.03min–1SE)
(Table 2) is also not statistically significantly different
(Student’s t test) from the maximum depletion rate (kdep,C!0)
of 0.09min–1 (0.02min–1SE). The depletion rate constant of
chrysene of 0.12min–1 (0.07min–1SE) derived from the EVA
dosing experiment (Table 2) is greater and statistically
significantly different from the kdep,C!0 of 0.049min–1

(0.008min–1SE; Figure 5). This, we expect, may be attributable

Table 2. The thin film to incubation medium transfer rate constant (k1; min–1), the incubation medium to thin film transfer rate constant (k2; min–1), the initial
chemical concentration in the ethylene vinyl acetate thin film (CEVA,t¼0, mM), and the fraction unbound in the incubation medium in the sorbent-phase delivery–

based experiments

Substrate k1 (min–1) k2 (min–1) CEVA,t¼0 (mM) Fraction unbounda

9-Methylanthracene 0.29 (0.03) 0.009 (0.004) 117.5 (3.5) 0.038
Pyrene 0.16 (0.01) 0.017 (0.005) 47.0 (1.4) 0.014
Chrysene 0.065 (0.004) 0.020 (0.004) 108.5 (2.9) 0.025
Benzo[a]pyrene 0.0113 (0.0007) 0.0003 (0.0001) 495.1 (5.5) 0.0009

aThe fraction unbound was calculated as KEI/KEW, where KEI is the partition coefficient between the ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA) sorbent phase and the
incubation medium and KEW is the partition coefficient between EVA sorbent phase and water. KEI was estimated as k2 VI/k1 VEVA, where VI¼ 0.5 mL and
VEVA¼ 3.5 10–6 mL. KEW was calculated from KOW using log KEW¼ 1.04 (log KOW)� 0.22 in George et al. [32].

Figure 4. Comparison of the maximum depletion rate constant (kdep,C!0)
estimated from the series of solvent delivery dosing experiments (black), the
depletion rate constant (kdep,EVA) estimated from the ethylene vinyl acetate
(EVA) dosing experiments (gray), and the depletion rate constant (kdep)
estimated from a solvent delivery experiment at the initial substrate
concentration of 1 mM (white). Error bars are standard errors of the mean.
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to analytical detection limits for chrysene preventing the
determination of the full relationship between kdep and logCI,t¼0

at low substrate concentrations in the incubation medium,
possibly causing the kdep,C!0 of chrysene to be misidentified.
The good agreement between kdep,EVA and kdep,C!0 estimates
from multiple depletion curves method for 3 of the 4 test
chemicals indicates the potential of sorbent-phase methods to

approximate kdep,C!0 without the need to conduct experiments
at multiple concentrations and characterize KM. However, it
should be stressed that sorbent-phase dosing methods can
produce incubation concentrations above KM. Also, it is
advantageous that, in sorbent delivery–based experiment, the
initial concentration of the test chemical in the incubation
medium is at its lowest possible value (i.e., near 0) rather than at

Figure 5. Concentration–time profiles in the sorbent-phase delivery dosing experiments for 9-methylanthracene (A,B), pyrene (C,D), chrysene (E,F), and
benzo[ɑ]pyrene (G,H) in both the ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA) sorbent-phase (CE; A, C, E, G) and the incubation medium (CI; B, D, F, G). Solid circles and
solid lines represent the active trout liver S9 data and nonlinear regression estimates. Open circles and dashed lines represent the inactive S9 data and nonlinear
regression estimates. The dotted line represents the apparent Michaelis constant (KM) estimated from the series of solvent delivery dosing experiments.
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its maximum concentration. Furthermore, chemicals that
require bioaccumulation assessments (i.e., those having a log
KOW> 5) are very hydrophobic and are therefore released
slowly into the incubation medium, hence producing low
concentrations in the incubation medium. Measured in vitro
biotransformation rates from sorbent-phase dosing experiments
can therefore in many cases be expected to be closer to the
theoretical maximum depletion rate constant at an infinitesi-
mally low-substrate concentration (kdep,C!0) than comparable
measurements in solvent delivery–based dosing experiments.
This low initial substrate concentration in sorbent delivery–
based dosing methods may explain that in previous studies in
both rat [17] and fish [18] liver S9 preparations depletion rate
constants measured in sorbent delivery–based dosing methods
were higher than those measured in solvent delivery–based
experiments.

The results of the present study indicate that conducting
multiple solvent delivery–based experimentswithin an appropriate
concentration range provides the most accurate method for
determining biotransformation potential, as the experiments reveal
the full Michaelis–Menten relationship between substrate concen-
tration and biotransformation rate. The sorbent-phase delivery–
based dosingmethod appears to provide a reasonable alternative to
the multiple solvent delivery–based experiments, as it provided
good estimates of the maximum first-order depletion rate constant
for the test chemicals in the present study. The main advantage of
the EVA dosing method is that it does not require multiple dosing
experiments andhencemaybe less costly and less time-consuming
and may require fewer animals. In addition, the sorbent-phase
delivery–based dosingmethod provides an estimate of the fraction
unbound (a valuable extrapolation parameter), requires no
solvents, and prevents incomplete dissolution of the test chemical
in the incubation medium. However, in contrast to the multiple
solvent deliverymethodwhere kdep,C!0 is determined, the sorbent-
phase delivery–based dosing method does not determine KM and
cannot reveal the full relationship between the in vitro
biotransformation rate and the substrate concentration. The
relationship between chemical concentration and biotransforma-
tion rate likely plays an important role in the extrapolation of in
vitro to invivobiotransformation rates.Models for extrapolationof
in vitro to in vivo biotransformation rates may benefit from
incorporating the concentration dependence of the biotransforma-
tion rate.
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